Peculiarities of the B to A transition of the lambda phage regulatory site OR3 and of its fragment.
Conformations of the synthetic deoxyoligonucleotide 17 base pairs long, which is an OR3 operator of lambda phage, and of its 9-b.p. fragment were studied by the circular dichroism method (CD). The regions of stability of the double-stranded state were determined for these duplexes. A comparison of the CD spectra for these oligonucleotides with the CD for a lengthy DNA showed the conformation of these short DNA pieces to belong to the B-family. A cooperative change in the CD spectra is observed in trifluoroethanol (TFE) solutions at a TFE concentration specific for each oligonucleotide, which is supposed to stem from a B to A transition. The length of the fragment was found to affect the ability for the B-A transition. The transition into the A form is hindered by 13% TFE for the short 9-nucleotide in comparison with the 17-nucleotide. We suggest that this is due to the B form stabilization by terminal base pairs (B-phility of the ends).